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Application by National Grid Electricity Transmission Plc for an Order granting Development 

Consent for the Richborough Connection Project

Written Representation submitted on behalf of South East Water 

Planning Inspectorate Reference No:  EN020017 Richborough Connection Project

SEW's Comments on the Isolation of the Richborough Connection Project (RCP) Overhead 
Lines (OHL)
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Isolation of Richborough Connection Project (RCP) Overhead Lines (OHL)

1 For the reasons set out below, SEW's understanding is that the Applicant's statements during 

the ISH on 9 and 10 November 2016 and in REP7-008 (paragraph 3.23 and 3.25 of Appendix 

A) that it is not possible to provide single or double circuit isolation of the RCP OHL to 

facilitate safer working by SEW in constructing the Reservoir below the RCP OHL, is

incorrect.  It is understood that the constraint on the Applicant providing isolations is 

commercial rather than practical or related to security of supply.  SEW maintain their position 

that periods of single and double circuit isolation would be required to enable safe working 

practices (see REP7-034, REP7-031 and REP7-029 paragraphs 40-45). 

2 The Applicant has acknowledged that single and double circuit outages of the RCP OHL will 

occur periodically for planned maintenance activities see REP7-032 and paragraph 45 of 

REP7-029.  The Applicant has offered notice of these outages as an opportunity that SEW 

could take advantage of in construction of the Reservoir.  Such infrequent isolations at timings 

linked to the Applicant's maintenance schedules would be highly unlikely to coincide with the 

timings of isolations required of such a large and complex construction program (see REP7-

033).  

3 SEW consider that if planned double circuit isolations for maintenance are permissible without 

compromising network security and are compliant with security of supply requirements that 

the Applicant must achieve, then it is SEW’s view that planned isolations for construction 

purposes are equally technically feasible.  The Applicant and UKPN are also satisfied that 

there is adequate alternative supply to be compliant with the requirements laid out in 

Engineering Recommendation P2/6 in the Distribution Systems Options Report (DSOR)

attached as Appendix 1.

4 It is the secondary supply of dual circuits that ensures that the supply by the Applicant from its 

400kV transmission network are compliant with the Engineering Recommendation P2/6 

during planned isolations and unplanned circuit outages in terms of ensuring that District 

Network Operators (DNO’s) systems such as the Thanet Grid have acceptable levels of 

security of supply; the secondary supply remains in place as it currently is.  It is common for 

OHL on the Applicant's 400kV transmission network to have double circuit isolations like 

those requested on the RCP OHL for periods of up to 12 weeks.  It is the long term planning 

and control of such isolations that enables the Applicant to maintain system security across 

the network.

5 The Applicant confirmed during a safety review that isolations (up to 6 weeks for single circuit 

isolation and shorter periods a double circuit isolation) were possible with sufficient notice, 

please see REP7-032 and paragraph 45 of REP7-029. 

Practical ability to isolate the RCP OHL

6 SEW have considered the DSOR produced by UK Power Networks (UKPN) and National Grid 

in support of identifying the necessary modifications works required at Richborough and 

Canterbury South 132 kV Substations and of the 132 kV distribution network in conjunction 

with the removal of the 132kV PX line and replacement of this by the 400kV RCP OHL. Set 

out below is a summary from the DSOR which supports SEW's understanding that planned 

outages are practically feasible.
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7 Currently the UKPN 132kV network in the Richborough area (Thanet Grid) is served by two 

Grid Supply Point (GSP) connections to the 400 kV transmission system at Canterbury North 

and Sellindge (see Appendix 1; figure 2.1);

8 The new RCP OHL scheme includes the removal of the 132kV PX route from Canterbury 

South to Richborough.  The DSOR identifies that the preferred solution of maintaining the 

compliance and operability of the UKPN network is by mitigation works including the provision 

of an additional Grid Supply Point (GSP) at Richborough replacing the removed 132 kV PX 

route.  This connection is made at the NemoLink to RCP interconnector station.

9 The DSOR confirms that with this GSP replacing the removed 132kV PX line, the modified 

system is compliant with the requirements laid out in Engineering Recommendation P2/6. The 

DSOR does not make any statement that the RCP cannot be isolated without compromising 

this position.  To comply with the requirements it is the secondary supply that is essential and 

that remains in place as it is currently from the Sellindge GSP.

Feasibility of the Applicant isolating the RCP OHL for SEW's planned construction works

10 The UKPN 132kV network at Richborough into the Thanet Grid will have a secure supply 

whether or not the RCP is operational in accordance with the security of supply requirements 

as it is permissible to isolate the lines for maintenance activities.

11 The purpose of the NemoLink and RCP is to enable energy to be transferred from Belgium 

into the National Grid. Isolating the RCP line impacts the ability for the Applicant to purchase 

energy via that link (treating NemoLink as a generator). It does not impair UKPN from 

maintaining a secure supply to the Thanet grid, rather it alters the risk which is an accepted 

position for planned isolations for maintenance. In fact to strengthen this position and reduce 

the risk, power could still be transferred via the NemoLink at a lower megawatt (MW) supply 

rate, though it is acknowledged that if NemoLink is treated as a generator this supply cannot 

be considered a part of the system security but is it does offer a viable additional level of 

security to the supply.  




